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How can Big Tech Transform: The Future of 
Digital Health

Sumit Nagpal



Big Tech in Healthcare: Building with Digital Bricks

David Berkowitz



Big Tech and Healthcare: A Growing Partnership

Today, we are already locked-in to our current healthcare providers (through narrow 
networks, primary care physicians, non-transportable data). Will consumer tech just 
lock us into another ecosystem?
Seems like enabling competition/movement is the way to go, so are we concerned 
about ecosystem lock-in?.

What early indicators will we have that consumer tech’s entrance into healthcare is 
working or not? What signals will see them exit? What signals will we see them double 
down?
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In this session, we explored how tech companies are leveraging their own core 
business strengths to contribute to the growth and agility of the healthcare 
system. Research, Products, Investment, Partnership - big tech and healthcare 
institutions have been exploring all of these avenues together in the recent 
past. How today’s healthcare environment responds and works with these 
tech companies for joint success. We looked at case studies from the ground -
the use of voice tech in hospitals, and the future possibilities and direction. 
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Pharma and DTx: A Partnership For Success? 

• Partnering with pharma requires a growth mindset from both sides and as evidenced by Proteus 
and Otsuka a long-term vision can lead to significant success;

•

We are still crawling. The tools, frameworks, and success factors for scale are still being built and 
tested by our customers, our partners, investors, and of course by our own companies; and, 

•

We as an industry need to figure out how we rapidly validate the unique value of digital offerings. 
We touched on how we are distinct from traditional offerings and that our distinct nature 
promises unique value (We can iterate nearly in real-time!), but the question remains how do we 
ensure that our promises of unique value are backed up and supported by evidence in the same 
rapid and nearly real-time fashion. 

We’re seeing two key trends. Stand alone therapies and those that add a new value 
proposition to existing interventions when used adjunctively with drugs. Drug-
device combinations have some advantages in that they act as an adjunct to 
pharmacotherapy, they come with an audience in physicians and patients, they 
have a valuable partner in the pharmaceutical company for all their industry know-
how and potentially accelerated path to federal approval. 
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Innovation at Northwell Health



Skin-Applied Secure Identification, 

Connectivity & Data Capture

Dr Peter Costantino
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